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Abstract

In this study, we explore the performance of
large language models (LLMs) using differ-
ent prompt engineering approaches in the con-
text of legal text classification. Prior research
has demonstrated that various prompting tech-
niques can improve the performance of a di-
verse array of tasks done by LLMs. However,
in this research, we observe that professional
documents, and in particular legal documents,
pose unique challenges for LLMs. We experi-
ment with several LLMs and various prompting
techniques, including zero/few-shot prompting,
prompt ensembling, chain-of-thought, and ac-
tivation fine-tuning and compare the perfor-
mance on legal datasets. Although the new
generation of LLMs and prompt optimization
techniques have been shown to improve gener-
ation and understanding of generic tasks, our
findings suggest that such improvements may
not readily transfer to other domains. Specifi-
cally, experiments indicate that not all prompt-
ing approaches and models are well-suited for
the legal domain which involves complexities
such as long documents and domain-specific
language.

1 Introduction

Large Language Models (LLMs) have gained sig-
nificant popularity recently due to their remarkable
versatility across a wide range of natural language
processing tasks. These models, such as OpenAI’s
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and Facebook’s OPT
(Zhang et al., 2022), have exhibited notable ability
to generate coherent and fluent text, resulting in
their adaptation in various domains (Artetxe et al.,
2022; Xu et al., 2022; Chintagunta et al., 2021). In
addition, through prompting, LLMs have demon-
strated significant generalizability (Touvron et al.,
2023; Wei et al., 2022).

Prompt engineering refers to techniques used
to steer LLM generations by providing specific

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

instructions or augmenting a model’s input con-
text, which leads to improved responses and better
performance on downstream tasks. LLMs have
achieved impressive results for a wide variety of
tasks, and prior research has shown the effective-
ness of different prompt engineering approaches to
further improve their performance (van der Meer
et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2022; Reif et al., 2022).
However, their applicability to specific domains,
particularly legal texts, requires more exploration.

Previous research has investigated the potential
of various prompting techniques, such as zero- and
few-shot prompting (Brown et al., 2020; Agrawal
et al., 2022), prompt ensembling (Pitis et al., 2023),
chain-of-thought (Wei et al., 2022), and activa-
tion fine-tuning (Azaria and Mitchell, 2023; Li
and Liang, 2021), in enhancing the performance
of LLMs across different tasks, including text-
classification. In addition, text-classification is
a central focus of parameter efficient finetuning
(PEFT) research (Hu et al., 2022; Lester et al.,
2021). However, these studies consider general
NLP settings rather than the legal domain.

In this paper, we explore various prompting ap-
proaches to utilize pre-trained LLMs for legal doc-
ument classification. The datasets considered here
represent a strong test of LLMs’ out-of-domain gen-
eralization. We begin with zero-shot learning and
compare with more advanced approaches such as
prompt ensembling and chain-of-thought. Our find-
ings indicate that legal documents present unique
challenges for LLMs, such as complex terminolo-
gies and long documents, that hinder the transfer-
ability of prompting techniques to this domain. Re-
cently, Toma et al. (2023) observed similar findings
in leveraging LLMs for medical text.

2 Methodology

2.1 Models
For the experiments, we utilize the OPT family of
language models (Zhang et al., 2022). OPT175B
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is chosen to represent very large foundation mod-
els, and a smaller variant, OPT6.7B, is selected
to provide a path to compare the impact of model
scale on each prompting approach. The OPT fam-
ily is chosen because they are fully open-source,
come in various sizes, and have shown equivalent
capabilities to GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020). The pre-
training data for OPT is drawn from the RoBERTa,
The Pile, and PushShift.io Reddit datasets (Zhang
et al., 2022). Experiments are conducted using the
Kaleidoscope library (Sivaloganathan et al., 2022).

2.2 Datasets
We use two legal classification datasets, ECHR
(Chalkidis et al., 2019) and SCOTUS (Chalkidis
et al., 2022), both of which are English language
datasets. ECHR contains several tasks, one of
which is binary classification to determine if a hu-
man rights article has been violated. The SCOTUS
dataset is a multi-class classification task where
Supreme Court case decisions are classified into
14 distinct issue areas. This task is quite challeng-
ing as its class distribution is long-tailed. Due to
compute and resource limitations, the datasets are
randomly down-sampled to 10% and 5% respec-
tively, in a stratified fashion to maintain the original
distribution of classes. Additional details are pre-
sented in Appendix A.

Since the average token length of SCOTUS docu-
ments is substantially larger than the context length
of OPT, which is 2048 tokens, each case is first
summarized into a smaller paragraph. We use
GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023) for this purpose and gen-
erate summaries with at most 512 words. Prior to
applying this approach to all SCOTUS documents,
several summaries were checked for quality and
hallucinations. Note that summarization is not nec-
essary for ECHR as its average text length is not
higher than the OPT context length.

2.3 Prompt Templates
Each dataset leverages a unique prompt template.
For ECHR, we use the prompt template:

Complete the sentence with Yes or No
{Few-shot legal case text with label}
{Legal case text to classify}
Has any human rights article or protocol been
violated?

Following (Trautmann et al., 2022), we formulate
the prompt as question answering by first providing
an instruction and possible answers. The context

is then provided, along with the key question to be
answered by the LLM. For the SCOTUS dataset,
the prompt is structured as follows.

Classify the given document with _only one_
label from the following list:
[A list of labels in SCOTUS]
{Few-shot legal case text with label}
{Legal case text to classify}
The label is

Here, the prompt is formulated as a completion task.
We first provide instructions with a set of possible
classes and, at the end, provide an unfinished sen-
tence for the LLM to complete. Additional details
are presented in Appendix D.

2.4 Prompt Techniques

We investigate four prompting techniques: Zero-
shot & Few-shot, Prompt Ensembling, Chain-of-
Thought (CoT), and Activation Fine-Tuning. Each
approach is reviewed briefly below.

2.4.1 Zero-shot and Few-shot

As observed in Brown et al. (2020); Dong et al.
(2023), LLMs trained on massive corpora of texts
have shown an ability to perform new tasks from
instructions or from a few examples. In zero-shot
prompting, the model is tasked with making pre-
dictions for a previously unseen problem without
training examples, leveraging only prior knowledge
obtained during pre-training. While such prompts
do not leverage labeled data, they often incorporate
task-specific instructions. Few-shot learning of-
fers a middle ground, where the model is provided
with a handful of examples ("shots") relevant to the
task at hand. Note that few-shot prompting is also
often referred to as in-context learning. Effective
incorporation of few-shot prompts tends to require
models of sufficient size (Kaplan et al., 2020).

2.4.2 Prompt Ensembling

LLMs are known to be sensitive to prompt design,
and their task utility can be unpredictable. Ensem-
ble methods have improved deep learning models
by pooling classifiers (Ganaie et al., 2022). This
has also been successful in prompt-based LLM
settings. Pitis et al. (2023) utilized a boosting tech-
nique to iteratively construct a group of few-shot
prompts of "hard" examples. In this work, we ex-
perimented with majority voting classifiers com-
posed of three few-shot prompts.
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2.4.3 Chain-of-Thought (CoT)
CoT prompting was initially introduced to elicit
internal reasoning in LLMs when generating re-
sponses to prompts (Wei et al., 2022). This ap-
proach incorporates a series of intermediate exam-
ples to steer the LLM to think in a step-by-step
manner and, thereby, better achieve the desired out-
puts. It has been shown to significantly improve
multi-step reasoning for LLMs (Yu et al., 2022).
In the experiments to follow, we use the zero-shot
CoT approach of Kojima et al. (2023). When incor-
porating few-shot examples, we prepend the CoT
prompt with three examples and their labels.

2.4.4 Activation Fine-Tuning
In activation fine-tuning, for each prompt, hidden
states for the last non-pad token of the input to the
LLM are extracted. Two forms of input to the LLM
are considered. In the first, activations are gener-
ated by simply passing the case text as input to the
LLM. In the second, a three-shot prompt is created
as input to generate the activations. This is similar
in concept to tuning a classifier on a frozen LM,
as is common for models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019). In this work, activations from the
last feed-forward layer of the transformer are used,
along with the label of each sample, to train a small
auxiliary feed-forward network. This approach has
been effective for challenging classification tasks
(Azaria and Mitchell, 2023; Lester et al., 2021).
Training details for the classifier are found in Ap-
pendix B.

2.5 Prompt Styles

Because OPT models are not instruction fine-
tuned (Chung et al., 2022) or trained for question-
answering tasks, we expect completion-type
prompts, as discussed in Section 2.3, to perform
better than question-answering ones. As such, we
also experimented with different prompt styles to
evaluate this scenario. The question-answering
prompt template for SCOTUS, in which the final
completion sentence is removed, is shown below.

Can you classify the given "Text" with only one
class from the following list?
[A list of labels in SCOTUS]
{Legal case text to classify}

2.6 Classification Predictions

Predictions are produced by processing responses
to the prompts generated by OPT. Without spe-

cial treatment, the OPT generations do not always
match a label from the desired label space. There-
fore, to extract classification predictions from the
LLMs on these two datasets, the log-likelihood of
prompt completions associated with labels in the
taxonomy is used. For ECHR, the labels are Yes or
No to indicate if the legal case contains a violation
of human rights articles or protocol. Prompts are
presented to the OPT models and the probability
distribution over the vocabulary for the last token
is computed. Since we are only interested in the
probabilities of the two classes, we select the one
with the highest value after applying softmax. A
similar approach is employed for the multi-class
SCOTUS setting. Use of the vocabulary probability
distribution ensures that the role of hallucinations, a
common issue in legal applications, is minimized.

3 Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the experimental results. Ad-
ditional figures are shown in Appendix C. Across
all approaches, prompts and other variables are
kept the same to ensure the results are compara-
ble across legal classification tasks. The results
are compared with state-of-the-art HIER-BERT
(Chalkidis et al., 2019) and Legal-BERT (Chalkidis
et al., 2020) models for ECHR and SCOTUS, re-
spectively. These are fully supervised encoder-only
transformers, specialized for the target tasks.

In all cases, we observe notable improvements
going from zero-shot to few-shot prompting, which
implies that more context and task demonstration
are quite helpful. However, performance remains
well below the supervised approaches. This sug-
gests that the OPT models, despite being large, gen-
eral purpose language models with similar capabil-
ities to GPT-3, struggle to perform the specialized
legal tasks considered here without fine-tuning or
domain-adaptation techniques. Results comparing
question-answering to completion-style prompts
for SCOTUS are shown in Appendix C, Table 3.

Furthermore, we note that performance for CoT
is lower than zero-shot prompting. We find that
the OPT output/answer generations are not of high
quality, and the generations actually add noise to
the prompt, likely causing the degradation. This is
an interesting finding as it illustrates that CoT im-
proves performance only in cases where the LLM
is capable of generating relevant reasoning. There
is a growing body of evidence that LLMs whose
pre-training corpus meaningfully includes code are
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Model ECHR SCOTUS

Approach ma-P ma-R ma-F1 we-P we-R we-F1 ma-P ma-R ma-F1 we-P we-R we-F1

OPT6.7B

Zero-shot 0.50 0.50 0.43 0.55 0.65 0.54 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.16 0.05 0.05
Few shot 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.69 0.55 0.55 0.21 0.15 0.14 0.26 0.17 0.15

Zero-shot + CoT 0.45 0.47 0.44 0.51 0.59 0.53 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02
Few-shot + CoT 0.46 0.49 0.43 0.52 0.62 0.54 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.16 0.05

Few-shot + Ensemble 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.59 0.62 0.60 0.21 0.20 0.16 0.40 0.23 0.19
Activation finetuning 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.30 0.30 0.29

Activation finetuning + prompt 0.69 0.67 0.68 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.42 0.51 0.44 0.58 0.61 0.58

OPT175B

Zero-shot 0.33 0.50 0.40 0.43 0.66 0.52 0.07 0.16 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.07
Few shot 0.61 0.51 0.44 0.62 0.66 0.55 0.32 0.27 0.17 0.56 0.30 0.23

Zero-shot + CoT 0.44 0.49 0.41 0.51 0.64 0.53 0.11 0.16 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.09
Few-shot + CoT 0.40 0.49 0.40 0.48 0.64 0.52 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.09

Few-shot + Ensemble 0.61 0.57 0.44 0.68 0.46 0.41 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.15 0.16 0.13
Activation finetuning 0.68 0.67 0.67 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.30 0.21 0.23

Activation finetuning + prompt 0.79 0.73 0.75 0.79 0.79 0.78 0.53 0.57 0.54 0.67 0.71 0.68

Supervised - 0.85 0.78 0.80 - - - - - 0.66 - - -

Table 1: Results from experiments using different prompting techniques. Supervised results are from (Chalkidis
et al., 2019) and (Chalkidis et al., 2022) for ECHR and SCOTUS, respectively, using all the available data. The
prefixes ma- and we- denote macro and weighted metrics, respectively. R denotes recall and P, precision.

often better at reasoning and responding to CoT
prompting (Li et al., 2023; Liang et al., 2022). This
may be part of why OPT, which is not explicitly
pre-trained on code, does not benefit from CoT
prompt structures. It is also possible that reason-
ing hallucinations degrade the effectiveness of such
prompts in this domain. However, qualitative as-
sessments suggest that poor reasoning quality is
the major contributing factor.

For OPT6.7B, few-shot learning with ensemble
is the best performing approach, excluding acti-
vation tuning, for both the ECHR and SCOTUS
datasets. For the larger OPT175B model, the re-
sults for ensembling are weaker, generally failing
to surpass standard few-shot prompting for both
datasets. These results suggest that ensembled
prompts can be beneficial for this task, but require
careful construction and potentially the use of more
advanced ensemble approaches.

Activation finetuning shows the best perfor-
mance among all the methods analyzed. Similar to
the findings of Azaria and Mitchell (2023), we ob-
serve that the internal states of the pre-trained LLM
contain rich information on which to train a classi-
fier. Moreover, few-shot prompting the LLM fur-
ther improves performance in this context. We see
increases in macro-F1 percentage points of 9 and
8 for ECHR dataset with OPT6.7B and OPT175B,
respectively, by including informative prompts. In
the case of SCOTUS, the difference is even more
prominent, with 21 and 45 point improvements for
the same models.

While the results remain below the fully super-
vised models for both tasks, only a small proportion

of available training data is used and this approach
is quite competitive, even for a difficult long-tail
classification task. In addition, pure prompting ap-
proaches require no task-specific training and acti-
vation fine-tuning only trains a small number of pa-
rameters. Finally, the activation finetuning results
strongly suggest that pre-trained LLMs have the
potential to perform these tasks well with proper
treatment.

4 Conclusions

In this research, we performed a comparative study
of different prompting techniques to assess their
utility in the legal domain. The considered prompt-
ing techniques are generally helpful, but their ap-
plicability to specialized domains requires fur-
ther exploration, in line with findings for med-
ical texts (Toma et al., 2023). Among the ap-
proaches tested, activation finetuning improves per-
formance the most, especially when accompanied
by a few-show prompt, even with limited labeled
data. For OPT175B, this approach improves the
macro-F1 score zero-shot baselines by 35 and 47
points for ECHR and SCOTUS, respectively. Of
the pure prompting approaches, few-shot prompts
with and without ensembling perform best, while
CoT prompting does not work well in this context.

In future work, we plan to explore instruction-
tuned LLMs, such as OPT-IML (Iyer et al., 2023),
and experiment with PEFT methods (Hu et al.,
2022). We are also interested in assessing whether
current LLMs exhibit notable biases in their legal
decision processes with respect to protected groups
(Liang et al., 2022). Finally, we aim to explore
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how recent advances in reasoning-based prompting
can be used to produce good task performance and
more interpretable responses (Tian et al., 2023).

Limitations

We have experimented using OPT model varia-
tions and several prompting techniques. Our find-
ings might not generalize to other LLMs or other
prompting strategies. In addition, we focused on
legal domain datasets, and our analysis might not
readily transfer to documents from other domains.
Foundation models, like OPT, are not instruction
fine-tuned, and they may not respond reliably to
instruction-style prompts. Therefore, we presume
the results we have observed are also limited to the
prompt templates that we have leveraged and might
not generalize to different prompt templates.
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A ECHR and SCOTUS Dataset Details

Table 2 presents the details of each dataset after
down-sampling. Note that the down-sampling pro-
cess respected the original train, validation, and test
splits, such that no cross-split pollution occurred.
The analysis in the table is at the word level, rather
than the token level. All text sequences are trun-
cated after tokenization, if required. For ECHR, the
task considered is binary classification determining
whether a human rights article has been violated
based on the provided context. We specifically use
the anonymized version of the ECHR dataset. For
SCOTUS, the task is to categorize Supreme Court
case decisions into one of 14 issue areas. These
issue areas include topics such as Criminal Proce-
dure, Civil Rights, and Economic Activity.

Dataset Train Val. Test Avg. # of Words

ECHR 710 138 299 1947

SCOTUS 250 72 70 10095

Table 2: The number of documents in the ECHR and
SCOTUS training, validation, and test datasets. The
average number of words are calculated using white-
space separation in the test splits for each dataset.

B Activation Fine-Tuning Setup

The same hyperparameters and training procedure
are used to train the feed-forward network for both
the ECHR and SCOTUS datasets, {batch_size: 16,
lr: 0.0001, weight_decay: 0.01, hidden_size: 128
patience: 3}. In the case of SCOTUS, weighted
cross entropy is used to address class imbalance.

C Prompting Strategy Results:
Visualization

Figures 1 and 2 provide visualizations of re-
sults shown in Table 1 associated with the var-
ious prompting strategies discussed in Section
2.4. Solid and dashed lines correspond to macro-
and weighted-F1 scores, respectively. Horizontal
dashed lines in each figure represent the macro-F1
scores of HIER-BERT (Chalkidis et al., 2019) for
ECHR and Legal-BERT (Chalkidis et al., 2022) for
SCOTUS. For the prompt strategies, “Ens.” stands
for ensembling, “Act.” denotes activation, and “FT”
is short for finetuning.

Figure 1: Macro- and weighted-F1 scores for the OPT
models on the ECHR task. The dashed horizontal
line represents the macro-F1 score for HIER-BERT
in (Chalkidis et al., 2019).

Figure 2: Macro- and weighted-F1 scores for the OPT
models on the SCOTUS task. The dashed horizontal
line represents the macro-F1 score for Legal-BERT in
(Chalkidis et al., 2022).
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Table 3 summarizes the performance differ-
ences for prompts following a question-answer or
completion-style for the SCOTUS dataset. The
results suggest that, when prompting OPT in this
domain and potentially other LLMs without spe-
cial fine-tuning, it is better to formulate the task in
a completion-style format rather than a question-
answering one. These findings are in line with
Touvron et al. (2023) on effective prompt design.

Model Prompt type ma-P ma-R ma-F1

OPT6.7B Question 0.02 0.12 0.03
Completion 0.12 0.12 0.07

OPT175B Question 0.04 0.13 0.05
Completion 0.07 0.16 0.07

Table 3: Details of SCOTUS dataset results with differ-
ent prompt styles in a zero-shot setting. Completion-
style prompts perform better for both model sizes.

D Prompt Templates

To illustrate the appearance of the tasks within the
context of the prompts, we provide examples of
completed prompt templates for ECHR and SCO-
TUS below. As the few-shot prompts are quite long,
only completed zero-shot templates are shown.

Complete the sentence with Yes or No
NORP The applicant, Mr PERSON LOC, is a
NORP national who was born on DATE and
lives in GPE. From DATE to DATE the appli-
cant was the director general of a NORP lim-
ited liability company, ORG (hereinafter “the
company”). On DATE ORG of GPE declared
the company bankrupt and opened liquidation
proceedings. The proceedings were closed on
DATE. On DATE ORG of GPE considered a
request from ORG to hold the applicant jointly
liable for the company’s debts because of the
company’s inability to cover all its debts with
its remaining assets. Although duly notified,
the applicant was not present at the hearing.
ORG request was granted and the applicant was
found liable to pay MONEY (RUB, MONEY).
On DATE the company officially went into liq-
uidation. The applicant only became aware of
the outcome of the proceedings against him in
DATE when money was seized from his bank
account. The applicant appealed against the
decision of ORG of GPE of DATE. The CAR-
DINALth ORG of Appeal considered the appeal
on the merits and on DATE discontinued the ap-

peal proceedings. With reference to the position
of ORG, the appeal court concluded that it was
impossible to adjudicate bankruptcy-related dis-
putes concerning a company that had already
gone into liquidation. The operative part of the
appeal decision stated that the applicant could
file a cassation appeal. On DATE ORG of GPE
dismissed a cassation appeal of the applicant
Has any human rights article or protocol
been violated?

Can you classify the given "Text" with only
one class from the following list?
[Attorneys, Civil Rights, Criminal Proce-
dure, Due Process, Economic Activity,Fed
Taxation, Federalism, First Amendment, In-
terstate Relations, Judicial Power, Miscella-
neous, Privacy, Unions]
In Kaupp v. Texas, 538 U.S. 626 (2003), the
Supreme Court vacated the judgment of the
Texas Court of Appeals, holding that Kaupp
was arrested within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment before the detectives began to ques-
tion him. Kaupp, then 17 years old, was im-
plicated in the murder of a 14-year-old girl by
the confession of the girl’s half brother. Detec-
tives attempted but failed to obtain a warrant to
question Kaupp. They instead went to his house
at 3 a.m., awakened and handcuffed him, and
took him to the sheriff’s headquarters, where
they advised him of his rights under Miranda v.
Arizona, 384 U. S. 436. Once presented with the
brother’s confession, Kaupp admitted to having
a part in the crime. Kaupp moved unsuccess-
fully to suppress his confession as the fruit of
an illegal arrest. On appeal, the Supreme Court
held that Kaupp was arrested before he was
questioned and that the State did not have prob-
able cause to detain him. The Court found that
Kaupp’s detention was "in important respects
indistinguishable from a traditional arrest" and
required probable cause or judicial authoriza-
tion to be legal. The State’s failure to demon-
strate that Kaupp’s confession was "an act of
free will [sufficient] to purge the primary taint
of the unlawful invasion" required suppression
of the confession. The Supreme Court vacated
the judgment of the Texas Court of Appeals and
remanded the case for further proceedings con-
sistent with its opinion.
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